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ABSTRACT

Optimal communication and information exchange are key elements for handling complex crises or disaster
situations. With the increasing number of heterogeneous ICT systems, also raises the importance of adequate
support for interconnectivity and information logistics between stakeholders to thoroughly gather information
and to make quick but precise decisions. The main purpose of the information exchange is then to manage the
crisis as quickly as possible, to provide full information to protect first responders’ health and safety, to
optimally dispatch resources, and to ensure coordination between different relief forces. Based on an end user
survey with a particular focus on first responders, this paper introduces an evolutionary architecture to enable
information exchange in crises situation or disasters. The aim is to provide a decentralized approach among
heterogeneous ICT-systems which abstracts from the underlying communication technologies and heterogeneity
of connected systems and fulfills the functional and non-functional requirements from end users.
Keywords
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INTRODUCTION

Crises and disasters can occur at random locations and times with every citizen being exposed or vulnerable to
aftermaths (Nikolai et al., 2015). Timely reaction is required to save lives and to prevent further damages. First
responders often have limited or completely lack information regarding location, surroundings, intensity, extent
of the damage, number of people affected, etc. as such data generally originates from different stakeholders
simultaneously and are subsequently not shared sufficiently (Moshtari & Gonçalves, 2017). Furthermore, a
variety of crises or disasters, such as forest fire, flooding or terrorism, not only require response and relief forces
with different resources (Kapucu, 2006) but also the involvement and cooperation of various stakeholders
(Grolinger et al., 2013).
In order to cooperate and react effectively to any situation during a disaster or crisis it is a critical prerequisite
that all involved stakeholders have access and can provide relevant information between each other (Kapucu,
2006). In addition, such information exchange has to succeed steadily and timely to the proper partners. The
difficulties of information sharing during such situations are generally known (Queck & Gonner, 2016):
fragmentary or even too much information, wrong channels, wrong formats or missing common vocabulary are
the usual problems. To address, such shortcomings, many approaches have already been developed, among
others to allocate and coordinate the relief resources between various stakeholders more effectively (Queck &
Gonner, 2016).
Current approaches can be generally distinguished as based on (1) decentralized one-to-one links (2) centralized
information platforms, or (3) centralized information exchange platforms. All these approaches have their
advantages, disadvantages as well as open issues. In practice, the main obstacles for such solutions are the
different level of digitization of each stakeholder, the cost of providing the necessary infrastructure and
connectivity, and security concerns. Others are designed mainly to share situational information between
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stakeholders. Established solutions solve specific problems but general approaches as it is outlined in (Pearson
& Mitroff, 1993) and tested in (Di Ciano et al., 2017) are still not yet in practice.
The purpose of this paper is to outline an architectural proposal for a secure decentralized information exchange
architecture in crises or disaster situations that addresses these problems. The aim is to design a reference
architecture that is cost-effective and easy to connect with for heterogeneous stakeholders and is also providing
a secure basis for information exchange.
This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we describe different approaches that have already been
developed and discuss advantages and disadvantages. Based on a survey for end user requirements we propose
in section 3 a possible architecture that shows major advantages in comparison to existing approaches regarding
crucial requirements of end users. Finally, in section 4, we give an outlook on further research in the next steps
so that our proposal for a reference architecture can be developed in practice.
EXISTING APPROACHES

In recent years, there have been numerous developments in the area of crisis prevention to improve cooperation
possibilities. Communication between the various organizations has been simplified through exercises,
simulating different situations and checking communication relationships. However, the main communication
still takes place via decentralized one-to-one links. In addition, some problems with the establishment of central
information platforms have been solved, but they cannot solve all problems. Current research in recent years is
focusing on platforms that act centrally as data hubs. All approaches (A-C) have their advantages and
disadvantages, which are described below. They are categorized according to the communication schema. These
are also showing the evolution of the approaches that we observed in the last years. For the graphical
representation we decided to depict each approach by the communication relationships of the stakeholders and
systems. These approaches are taken up again as reference points when designing the new reference
architecture.
Approach A: Decentralized one-to-one links

Initial approaches evolved mainly around the idea of one-to-one communication links between stakeholders
using a wide spectrum of technologies ranging from telephone, fax, internet (e-mail or specific software
(Kranaster, 2016)) to ultrashort wave, TETRA-BOS, GSM, or satellite communication (Zuba et al., 2017).
Figure 1 depicts the communications structure between several stakeholders.

Figure 1. Representation of decentralized one-to-one links between stakeholders

A major advantage of this approach is enhanced security and data protection as each stakeholder has full control
over which information is transferred to another stakeholder (advantage A1). On the other hand, due to the large
amount of information on the various communication channels (disadvantage A1), there is often a risk of
information flooding (disadvantage A2) as the number of ono-to-one connections increases. Especially in
critical situations the difficulty of coordination of the different information flows (disadvantage A3) within these
one-to-one connections is becoming highly problematic for getting a clear picture of the situation and hence the
proper decision making. This problem applies for all communication channels, except collaboration over special
software for a narrow range of usage and small user groups (advantage A2). However, such collaboration
software is often highly specific (disadvantage A4) and requires operator training (disadvantage A5) (Kranaster,
2016). Other problems are misinterpretations of information and data due to heterogeneous systems
(disadvantage A6) (Kranaster, 2016). The systems that need to be connected have usually interfaces that serve
different standards or technologies (disadvantage A7). Creating interfaces for each connected stakeholder means
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a considerable effort (disadvantage A8). Beside e-mail and specific software-connections, information exchange
of digital data through classical communication channels is not supported (disadvantage A9). Even when digital
data transfer is supported the internal structures of each stakeholder are often highly complex (disadvantage
A10) (Kapucu, 2006). This leads to problems such as processing delays (disadvantage A11) and duplicate
processing (disadvantage A12) (Bahora et al., 2003; Bunker & Smith, 2009; Palttala et al., 2012).
Approach B: Centralized information platforms

In order to eliminate the problem of the previous approach centralized inter-organizational information
platforms have been developed. Under this category we subsume approaches where all information provided by
stakeholders is collected into one single repository which serves then as the central information source for all
connected stakeholders. In most cases these are designed as web applications that contain information for a
predefined group of participants e.g. EDRIS (European Emergency Disaster Response Information System),
INFORM (Index for risk management), or IDRN (India Disaster Resource Network). Figure 2 shows the general
approach.

Figure 2. Approach of a centralized information platform

The advantage is that a lot of information can be viewed centrally on one platform (advantage B1). This reduces
single communication effort between the stakeholders (advantage B2). Additionally, the data is available
digitally (advantage B3) and can be downloaded for own purposes and combined with the own data if necessary.
The downside is, however, that usually only static or historical data (disadvantage B1) is stored on such
platforms, among others due to the additional efforts to keep data up to date. It is in the nature of a crisis or
disaster that much information must be exchanged in real time in order to make quick decisions. First
responders often find it difficult or impossible to exchange data over these platforms (disadvantage B2). In
addition, it can be cost-intensive for a small group of users to maintain such platforms (disadvantage B3). As for
using specific software within the first approach such information platforms require also additional operator
training (see disadvantage A5).
Approach C: Centralized information exchange platform

In order to eliminate the problems of the second approach the idea of central information platforms was
extended towards dynamic information exchange, with the goal of exchanging data directly between
stakeholders through a mediator. The data hub between Austrian national crisis and disaster management to
manage interoperability (Preinerstorfer et al., 2019). It is also a central platform but holds no information in
contrast to centralized information platforms as described in a previous chapter. Figure 3 shows the function of
the centralized information exchange platform.
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Figure 3. Approach of centralized information exchange platform

Each stakeholder only has to take care of its own connection to the platform. Via an intelligent control system,
the information is distributed by the platform to the right recipient. The effort of transforming data into the
correct target format is eliminated (advantage C1) as well as the configuration of multiple data connections to
the receivers (advantage C2). Such systems can usually handle a variety of different interface technologies and
standards (advantage C3), e.g. REST, SOAP, CAP (Lichtenegger & Tusa, 2017); and by design it is possible to
transmit almost information almost in real-time. It is only required for the stakeholders to adapt their systems so
that the data can be verified and released upon receipt (advantage C4 compensates for disadvantage 13).
Consequently, stakeholders can work with their own systems without an additional software system for the
operators (advantage C5) (Melchert, 2016).
However, with this approach the stakeholders give the control over the data distribution out of their hands to a
certain degree (advantage A1 revised by disadvantage C1). In addition, the data is converted by an external
service provider into the target format which requires a great deal of trust in integrity and security of the
platform (disadvantage C2). Further, a central instance is always a possible single point of failure (disadvantage
C3). It can be reached via several channels but if the platform fails the overall information exchange no longer
functions at all (Lichtenegger & Tusa, 2017). Unfortunately, there is still no reference architecture (disadvantage
C4) so that this approach is implemented only in proprietary systems (Lichtenegger & Tusa, 2017).
In sum, there is no solution on how to deal with the different levels of digitization within the stakeholder’s
organizations (disadvantage C5). Stakeholders who do not use large software systems have to go the way of
approach 1. That means that all other stakeholders would still have to follow approach 1. Considering the
aforementioned downsides, centralized approaches need to be further explored and an extended approach needs
to be found that eliminates a major part of the current problems.
DECENTRALIZED INFORMATION EXCHANGE ARCHITECTURE

Our aim is to design an implementation that combines the advantages of existing approaches and eliminates the
disadvantages by reducing communication and information provision effort and providing a high degree of
integrity and availability. In addition, the system should
● be capable of dealing with static digital data as well as almost real-time information,
● provide several interface technologies,
● be based on an open reference architecture so use is not limited to a proprietary single solution,
● deal with different levels of digitization so that stakeholders can use the solution with their own systems
but also without systems and
● minimize the efforts for the stakeholders for implementation.
These were the first requirements we used as a basis for the design of our approach. However, in order to have a
better picture of the current situation and the needs of the stakeholders we carried out a further requirement
analysis.
The system would involve many different stakeholders. The stakeholders have been grouped together for better
classification. Three stakeholder groups were determined and are described in Table 1.
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Table 1. Stakeholder

Stakeholder

Description

User

Users are defined as institutions that have a business
relationship with the service provider for the purpose of
using the system. In addition, this stakeholder group is
related to n-many users for the purpose of data exchange.
For example, control centers, technical relief
organizations, professional fire brigades, voluntary fire
brigades, aid organizations, critical infrastructures etc. A
complete list of participants is not included in this paper,
as there are more than 100 organizations and organization
groups, not counting control centers and situation centers.

Service provider

Service providers are institutions that provide the system.
It is also related to service partners who could continue to
provide services within the system. Since the architecture
is to be provided as reference architecture, there may be
several service providers.

Service partner

Service partners are institutions that act to support or
supplement the activities of the service provider or user
and can provide extended services within the system or
define interfaces to external systems

A short survey during a training course for control center operators and developers showed that non-functional
requirements are very important. The 49 participants from response forces and critical infrastructure providers in
Germany were asked the following question: What kind of requirements, functions and features should a system
have for collaboration? As a result, 59 non-functional and 26 functional requirements were mentioned. One of
the major concerns were security issues which is underlined also by findings from literature.
The survey served as a first classification of individual requirements that could be placed on such a system. The
requirements are not complete at this stage, as not all stakeholders have been surveyed. They will not be
complete in the future either, as technical changes will be made far too quickly, requiring changes to the system.
For this reason, the system must be designed in such a flexible way that changes can be implemented costeffectively.
From the evaluation of the requirements, functions could be derived. In addition to requirements, which have to
be considered according to the state of the art anyway, aspects were also pointed out which would not have been
clear without a survey. Thus, the focus of the system to be developed must be on the presentation of information
in addition to the transfer of information. A deletion of functional requirements, even if they have only been
mentioned by one stakeholder so far, can lead to the fact that this one stakeholder has no confidence in the
system and does not use it. This in turn would have an effect on all stakeholders. It is very useful to ask more
identified stakeholders in order to uncover additional functions or possibly conflicting requirements.
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Table 2. Functional requirements from an end user survey

ID

Requirement

Description

Number of
mentions

RQ01

Authentication

Authentication should be state-of-the-art and support multiple
authentication methods.

1

RQ02

Multi-client
capability

The system must be multi-client capable. It must be possible to
configure role-based data display and transfer.

2

RQ03

Filter option

Filter options should be offered; the focus should be on the
relevant data.

2

RQ04

Validation of
information

A transaction check is to take place. The data must be
unchangeable and usable in court.

3

RQ05

Data exchange

Data should be usable not only in the event of a crisis but also
during normal operation in order to generate synergy effects.

2

RQ06

Event orientation

It should also be possible to view the data under less than
optimal conditions, for example when information systems have
failed. The system must act event oriented.

3

RQ07

Data actuality

The system should be able to update information automatically.

1

RQ08

System boundary

The system should also be applicable in federal states.

1

RQ09

Automation

The system should be fully automated and should not require
manual operations.

1

RQ10

Prioritization of
data transmission

The system must offer the possibility to prioritize certain
transactions to certain participants.

2

RQ11

Geoinformation
system

The system must offer the possibility to transfer data from
geographic information systems.

1

RQ12

Interfaces

Standards like OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium), STANAG
(NATO contracting parties' Standardization Agreement) should
be usable. The exchange format should be easy to design. The
interface should be compatible with as many media as possible in
terms of hardware and software. The data network should be
uniform, and the services should be usable across systems. It
should also be possible to establish permanent connections to
check availability.

7

In addition to the survey, the requirements which result from the advantages and disadvantages of chapter
EXISTING APPROACHES and which have not yet resulted from the survey are explained here.
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Table 1. Functional Requirements from chapter EXISTING APPROACHES

ID

Requirement

Description

Result from

RQ13 Control over
connections

The system must be able to give the user full control
over the data connections.

Advantage A1,
Disadvantage A3,
Disadvantage A10,
Disadvantage C1

RQ14 Use of own software,
transformation of data

The system must be able to transform data so that users Advantage A2,
can use their own systems.
Disadvantage A4,
Disadvantage A11,
Disadvantage C1

RQ15 Data visualization

The system must be able to prepare data in such a way
that it can be displayed within the system if the data is
not transferred to another system by the user.

Disadvantage C5

RQ16 Central storage of
information

The system must also be able to store data centrally so
that the user can analyze them even without his own
software.

Disadvantage A11,
Advantage B1

RQ17 Trusted connections

The system must be able to easily establish
communication connections to other users.

Disadvantage A3,
Disadvantage A11,
Advantage B2,
Advantage C2,
Advantage C6

RQ18 Digital data transfer

The system must be able to support many different
formats and interfaces so that data can be transmitted
digitally.

Advantage A8,
Disadvantage A1,
Disadvantage A6,
Disadvantage A7,
Disadvantage A9,
Disadvantage A11,
Disadvantage A12,
Advantage B3,
Disadvantage B2

RQ19 Real-time transmission

The system must be able to transmit data in near realtime (e.g. video streams)

Disadvantage B1,
Advantage C5

RQ20 Filter options

See RQ03

Disadvantage A2

RQ21 Interfaces

The system must be able to create, adapt or delete
interfaces

Disadvantage A8,
Advantage B2

RQ22 Decentralized system
architecture

The system must be decentralized to increase the
availability of information.

Disadvantage C3

RQ23 Open-Source

The system must be open source so that other providers Disadvantage C4
can make extensions (including interfaces, value-added
services) quickly available. In addition, a reference
architecture should make it possible for different
service providers to develop the system.

RQ24 Validation of
information

See RQ04

Disadvantage C2

Non-functional requirements have a particularly high priority in ICT systems in the field of public safety. This
can be seen from the total number of nominations in Table 4. However, other analyses of ICT systems also show
that there are particular barriers to introduction in the area of non-functional requirements (Gross et al., 2019).
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Table 4. Non-functional requirements from an end user survey

ID

Requirement

Description

Number of
mentions

RQ25

Reliability

The system must run reliably and trouble-free. It must also be
robust and highly available. It must be able to exchange data
quickly, even with a high volume of information.

11

RQ26

Availability

There shall be a fallback system in case of network failure for
data transmission. The services must be redundant. The
system must be quickly available again after a failure and
offer 24/7 support.

12

RQ27

Usability

The system must be easy to use. New approaches to
presentation and optimization should be incorporated.

5

RQ28

Scalability

The system should be scalable.

3

RQ29

IT security in general

The system should be secure against external attacks and
threats. It should be possible to provide data quickly, reliably
and securely. All information should be encrypted end-toend. The system requires ISO 27000 certification, BSIGrundschutz certification and VS-NfD approval.

10

RQ30

Maintenance

The system must be low maintenance.

1

RQ31

Innovation capability

The system must be future-oriented and easily expandable
with new services.

1

RQ32

Interfaces

The interfaces must be standardized, certified and open.

5

RQ33

Data security and
data protection

Only authorized persons may receive information. The
system must be data protection compliant.

4

RQ34

Traceability

It must be possible to look back on an old stand.

2

RQ35

Simplicity

They available services should be kept simple.

2

RQ36

Comprehensibility

The services and processes should be understandable and
comprehensible.

1

RQ37

Acceptance

The solutions and services should be generally accepted.

1

RQ38

Auditable

The system should be verifiable.

1

In addition to the non-functional requirements from the survey, further requirements were derived from the
advantages and disadvantages of the approaches mentioned in Chapter 2.
Table 2. Non-functional requirements from chapter EXISTING APPROACHES

ID

Requirement

RQ39

Intuitive operation

RQ40

Costs

Description
The system must be intuitive to use, and the training
effort must be kept to a minimum.

Result from
Advantage
A5

The system must be cost-effective to develop or to
modify or extend.

Disadvantage
B3

Security concerns are particularly a major problem for organizations that run control centers. For example,
control centers as part of critical infrastructures in Germany must be built in accordance with ISO 27001 based
on the IT basic protection rules of the Federal Office for Information Security (Strohbach & Behrens, 2017). For
such organizations high security requirements apply especially when they have interfaces to other systems or
obtain data from the Internet (Mommsen & Kahl, 2017). Control centers must be set up as part of critical
infrastructures in Germany in accordance with ISO 27001 on the basis of the IT basic protection rules of the
Federal Office for Information Security (Strohbach & Behrens, 2017). Such organizations have high security
requirements, especially if they have interfaces to other systems or obtain data from the Internet (Mommsen &
Kahl, 2017). In addition to the IT Security Act, the Basic Data Protection Regulation also requires technical and
organizational measures in accordance with the state of the art. Teletrust describes various measures which must
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also be included in the requirements (Alsbih et al., 2020). The survey on requirements in this area shows clear
intersections with the non-harmonized standard ISO 25010, which describes software quality characteristics.
ISO 25010 distinguishes between compatibility, portability, maintainability, performance/efficiency,
functionality, robustness/reliability, usability and safety. Another aspect that has not yet been considered in the
system is the exchange of data across national borders. This has to be considered as well, because in many cases
(e.g. cooperation of the countries at the North Sea and Baltic Sea, cooperation in case of floods at border rivers)
this kind of communication is needed to cope with the problem.
Decentralized Architecture
Following the requirements, our approach foresees a decentralized architecture (RQ22) in which the information
exchange adapter plays a key role as depicted in Figure 4. To understand how the system works, it is presented
in more detail than the others in related work.

Figure 4. Decentralized information exchange adapter

To better illustrate how the architecture works, it is linked to an illustrative example. The illustrative example is
that there is an emergency in a critical infrastructure and emergency services are alerted by the control center.
The first emergency forces have to assess the situation on site and pass it on to the respective control center.
Stakeholder 1 has a disaster management system; Stakeholder 2 does not. Today, the two different stakeholders
would only exchange information by telephone or e-mail. Many manual steps would have to be taken, system
breaks are made, only that both first responders on site would have access to the same information.
With this architecture the exchange is improved. On the one hand, important infrastructures can already be
included before an emergency occurs. In an emergency, ad hoc information can be transmitted to the emergency
services before the first responders are on site. This enables the control center to better assess the situation in
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advance and plan resources more effectively. In addition, various emergency forces can exchange information
on the situation on an ad-hoc basis and know exactly which resources are on site. In contrast to all other
approaches, all organizations with different levels of digitization can receive and use digital information. This
way, processing times of information can be minimized absolutely and proactive action due to increased
information availability is enabled. The data collected by one first responder could be transferred fully
automatically through the organization to the other first responder's organization. In addition, the system must
be designed in such a way that a fully transparent data exchange is possible (RQ12). On the system side, the
functional approach also functions unproblematically across (inter)national borders (RQ08). On the one hand,
important infrastructures can be included even before an emergency occurs. In an emergency, ad-hoc
information can be transmitted to the emergency services before the first responders are on site. This enables the
control center to better assess the situation in advance and plan resources more effectively. In addition, the
various emergency services can directly exchange information about the situation and thus know precisely
which resources are on site. Various services are required to make this exchange work.
In our first draft five services were identified: update service, data transformation service, triggering service,
connection service, and PKI service, comprising the central processes. The adapter connects to heterogeneous
disaster management software of the stakeholders. If an own software is available, the adapter can connect to the
crisis and communication systems of the stakeholders and/or an information pool with structured and intelligent
search with different visualization possibilities (dashboard, live monitoring of issues, analysis) can be used. The
local registration service is an external service for all stakeholders. The tasks of the services are described
below.
Data transformation service

This is the core component of the system. Basically, the component takes care of converting the data into the
target interface technology. The component stores the most current data and discards it when not further
required. This ensures that the most up-to-date data is always available even if other stakeholders are not
available e.g., due to connections problems. In order to deal with the different stages of digitization of the
stakeholders the component will be available in different variations:
● An information pool (RQ16) in which the received data can be stored and, if required, searched with an
intelligent engine (RQ03, RQ20). Access could then be possible via a web interface (RQ15), shown in
Figure 4 in the area Stakeholder 2: Display of information via web browser. Users in different roles
(RQ02) should be notified here on an event-oriented basis if, for example, changes have been made to
subscribed topics (RQ06, RQ07).
● A data hub with a rule-based system that translates the data into the desired target format and distributes
it to the interfaces shown in Figure 4. Information is sent by the critical infrastructure manager to both
stakeholders involved. Stakeholder A's adapter translates the unstructured data into an appropriate target
format, which can be processed by the disaster management software (RQ14). The Stakeholder B adapter
makes the information available in an information pool where the data can be accessed via the
Webbrowser.
● Standardized gateway that distributes data to the interfaces, e.g. the Common Alerting Protocol (CAP)
(Rieser et al., 2015) provides a standardized way to send messages in XML format (RQ12, RQ14).
Service partners can create their own interfaces and transformers and provide them in the service, so that, for
example, geodata or video streams can be easily transmitted (RQ11, RQ18, RQ19, RQ21, RQ23).
Update service

This service includes processes such as checking the timeliness of outgoing data and then activating the data
transformation service accordingly. Incoming data is sent via a process to the disaster management software.
The update service checks in advance whether the data is already available or whether a decision has already
been made on the data. The administrator or a fully automated rule-based service (RQ02, RQ09) decides
whether or not the incoming data should be included in his or her own system. As in the centralized approach
this requires an adaptation of the own disaster management software. If this is not possible the service only
provides the task of avoiding duplicate entries.
Triggering service

This component is used to register whether a crisis or catastrophe has been triggered. Depending on the
stakeholder configuration with which stakeholder’s data may be searched the service is responsible for
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provisioning the connectors in the connection service. Connections between the stakeholders are only
established after provisioning. This means that connections between the various stakeholders only exist when
they are really needed (RQ05). Provisioning can originate from the triggering control center, but also from first
responders.
Connection service

This service establishes the connection to the other users (RQ21), via a dashboard the user can see at any time
who is connected to the system, define which other users are allowed to connect (RQ17) and prevent ad-hoc
connections (RQ13). This service implements several security mechanisms, such as preventing and detecting
attacks outside the connectors and ultimately triggering other security services. It should also provide several
authentication (RQ01) and detailed logging services. In a prioritization service, users can be prioritized so that
information processing here could preferably be performed by the system (RQ10).
PKI service

The Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) service is a component that takes care of all certificates. It is also
responsible for updating its own certificates and for the initial issuance. The component is one of the central
security features, allows a comfortable exchange between users and additionally provides a high security level.
Furthermore, an additional service for the validation of incoming data is embedded in this component (RQ04,
RQ24).
External service: Disaster management software

At best, this could be the stakeholder’s local system. If this is not possible for various reasons, for example, if no
software is available this service is omitted accordingly. Then the web interface of the adapter can be used and
information in the information pool can be analyzed directly.
External service: Local registration authority

The tasks of this external service include issuing certificates, revoking certificates, and providing revocation
lists.
From our point of view the presented approach provides several advantages in comparison to existing
approaches. First, it is light-weight, cost-effective, flexible, and easily extendible. By its decentralized nature it
is robust and does not have the problem of a single point of failure which is critical especially in crisis and
disaster situations. It can deal with different stages of digitalization and heterogeneous systems of the
stakeholders. And, last but not least, handles security as an intrinsic part of the architecture.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The next step is to define the services more precisely and develop them into a reference architecture. At the
technical level, further factors such as self-healing services and deployment are now being examined. Further
we look into implementation aspects by building a prototype using microservices within a 5G-communication
infrastructure of a 5G-testbed. At the non-technical level scenarios are examined that are considered relevant for
this system and what impact they will have on the architecture. For example, the approach should also work
with unpredictable events that do not fit into an existing category such as forest fires. In addition, the different
possibilities of syntactical and semantical information transformation for each stakeholder will be investigated.
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